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Bill Hodges, ZS2ABZ makes contacts for his  WAZS Award at the Jamtin 
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PEARS Monthly Meeting 

 At 19:30h at the Italian Sporting Club, 17 Harold Road, 

Charlo on the 20th October 2021 

 

 

 

Remembrance Day with the MOTHS 
Remembrance day is held on the 11th of November or on the nearest Sunday to that 
date. This year it will be held on the 14th of November 2021. 
As radio amateurs we would like to support the Members of the Tin Hats (MOTHS). 
During all wars communication has played an extremely important role. Although 
radio amateur equipment was either confiscated or sealed they still used their skills 
and knowledge to assist their countries in the war effort. 
A special call sign, ZS18MOTH, was obtained from ICASA for the event. The call 
sign represents ZS = South Africa 
18 = The year the guns of World War 1 fell silent (1918) 
MOTH = The Members of the Tin Hats. 
How can we get involved: 
Although HF propagation has started to improve we know that propagation on certain 
bands are better at certain times of the day. 40 Meters is better during the day while 
80 meters is better in the evenings and night time. 
Therefore the activities will start at 08:00 on the 11th of November 2021 and 
end on Saturday the 14th of November 2021.That should provide ample time to 
make a number of QSO's. 
Radio Amateurs across the country can volunteer to occupy a slot or more to operate 
their stations from home. (see attached Radio Schedule Remembrance Day spread-
sheet). 
If you are interested, fill in your name, call sign, the time slot you would like to occupy 
and the band you want to use.  
All the information will be accumulated and a final schedule drawn up. 
The HF bands are 80m, 40m, 20m, 15m, and 10m. 
The attached Excel log sheet can be used to complete the QSO information. Save it 
with your call sign. 
The log sheet is then emailed to zs6nck@gmail.com. 
QSO's will be confirmed via a special designed and printed Remembrance day QSL 
card. 
You will notice on the schedule for the 14th Of November 2021 that from 10:00 to 
14:00 a station will be running from the Cenotaph in Mossel Bay. That station will be 
there in support of the MOTH's from the Blaizeaway Shellhole. It will be used during 
the service and wreath laying. We hope to broadcast the cannon fire. 
Please assist in making this a special Remembrance Day Event. Please share with 
anyone who would be interested in assisting with the running of a radio station for 
this special event. 
Kind regards 
Nick 
ZS1N 
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 Minutes of PEARS Monthly Meeting  

 Held at the Italian Club on the 21st September 2021 at 19h30  

Welcome:  

Chairman Gert ZS2GS welcomes everyone.  

Attendance:  

Approximately 22 people counted in total. 15 names on the at-

tendance register.  

Apologies:  

ZS2VA, ZS2ZA, ZS2ACP  

Acceptance of previous meeting's minutes:  

Proposed: ZS2AG  

Seconded: ZR2BK  

Matters arising:  

Slipper tower – Construction is complete. Payment has been 

made today. Old tower dismantling and antenna moves to be 

arranged by ZS2AAW. PEARS Technical WhatsApp group to be 

used for co-ordination – people were asked to add themselves if 

they are keen to assist.  

Finances:  

Balances were reported at the meeting, and all finances are in 

good shape. Fundraising has assisted the club to afford the new 

tower at Slipper. Thanks to Marius ZS2JR for the duplexer.  

QSX  

Next edition is in the making, please support ZS2AG with arti-

cles etc.  
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Social Evening – Fish and chips in November (19th), on a Fri-

day evening, after a short meeting (in place of the usual Tues-

day meeting). Price still to be negotiated with Nick at the Italian 

Club.  

Jamtin  

Short of an HF antenna for at least 40 and 80m. Offers of assis-

tance to Jimmy please  

Events  

Lighthouse weekend went well. ZR2BK at Seal Point and 

ZS2GS at the Cape Receife lighthouse. The two stations 

shared a frequency and built up contacts that way.  

Transbaviaans in August. ZR2BK gave feedback on the event. 

Comms performed well. DMR tests also worked well (while the 

internet lasted). Many thanks to ZS2VA for his time and effort to 

get the DMR to Analogue setup working in record time before 

the event. ZS2JIM reported back on the Smitskraal Checkpoint. 

Comms was great. Very few competitor extractions required this 

year.  

Coming weekend is Crossways event, volunteers are in place.  

Zuurberg Trail Run 28-31 October – no formal request from Live 

Adventures as yet.  

Fountains Mall Rally – 2 October. Contact Tony for offers of as-

sistance  

Fox Hunt is being planned, along with a bring and braai social 

thereafter.  

HF operations  

SARL contest – PEARS came 5th nationally. ZS2DH came 1st 

in the single Op SSB class, well done Dave.  
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Donovan gave some feedback on Bouvet Island DX-pedition, 

now three groups that plan to activate this island in the next 

year or two.  

Technical Workshops  

Another one planned as soon as practical.  

CW classes  

Donovan gave feedback. Originally one group once a week. 

Differences in capability meant there were soon two groups. 7-

7:30 pm beginners, and 7:30 – 8pm advanced. Using the Long-

more 625 repeater. New students welcomed. Chris offered a 

vote of thanks to Donovan for this labour of love, as well as the 

RAE classes, when held, meeting agreed.  

General:  

ZS2PG – nice to have meetings again! What about a boot sale 

with the Fish & Chips evening? Welcome to do so.  

ZS2DL – heads up about the Ironman Africa 70.3 on the 20th 

November in PE. Check with Tony if the radio hams are re-

quired.  

ZS2AG – nice to see so many people tonight  

Closure:  

Meeting ended at 20h06  

Next meeting 19th October.  

CHAIRMAN                                                          SECRETARY  

GJ SCHOEMAN (ZS2GS)                        C SCARR (ZS2AAW) 
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ZS2ABZ Bill Hodges Makes  Contacts to 
Achieve His WAZS Award 

(See cover picture) 
When ZS2ABZ, Bill Hodges mentioned that he needed a few 
more ZS6 contacts to achieve his WAZS award ZS2DH Dave 
saw an opportunity to assist. 

ZS2DH contacted ZS2JIM and together we put a plan together 
to get Bill into the Jamtin with his HF rig set up with a 40m in-
verted V. 

Using a power supply he had recently donated to the Jamtin, 
Bill got to work. 

Pretty soon the contacts were flowing, partially due to the ZS 
sprint competition that was on the go. It also helped that many 
of Bill's Marine net friends got word that he was on the air. 

It became like a school reunion with many hams popping in to 
chat. 

At the end of a couple of hours operating, ZS2ABZ had made 
many contacts all over the country and also contacts with Bot-
swana and Zimbabwe. As well as an additional 6 ZS6 contacts 
to add to his requirement for the WAZS award. We will be set-
ting up another session with Bill to get the remaining contacts 
he needs. 

It was an extremely gratifying experience to see and hear 
ZS2ABZ operating. It also brought home the value of the Jamtin 
in assisting those hams who for some reason do not have easy 
access to HF. 

The Jamtin is there for any licensed ham to make use of. If you 
are looking for a safe environment to set up an HF station or 
operate from inside the Jamtin itself, You are more than wel-
come to contact any of the committee members. ZS2JIM will 
provide you with a gate remote to set up on the scout grounds 
and if required a key to the Jamtin. 

ZS2JIM ZS2DH 
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SOLVING WEAK SIGNALS UHF  

RADIO SIGNALS 
By Aidan van Loggerenberg, age 10 

Now age 20 Licensed as ZS2CV 

Problem Identification: 

How can the signal of license free UHF Radios be improved, without 

breaking the law as stipulated by ICASA? (Independent Communica-

tions Authority of South Africa) 

Introduction: 

A few months ago my father bought my brother and I each a UHF 

handheld 

Transceiver (Walkie Talkie). These Radios being short distance radios 

had the limitation that although they worked fine around the house, 

their coverage was poor 

when we went for walks 

around the neighbor-

hood. 

This problem led me to 

investigate how I could 

improve their reception. 

Initial Investigation: 

The first thing that I in-

vestigated was what the 

radio regulations stipulated about these 
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types of radios. ICASA is very specific that these radios may not ex-

ceed 500mW in transmit power and that no form of gain antenna 

may be used to improve the transmitted signal. What I did note was 

that there were no limitations to what you could do to improve re-

ception, in other words on the receive side of the radio. 

Hypothesis: 

I decided to investigate how I could improve the received signal using 

a different antenna without affecting the transmit side thus staying 

within the radio regulations. 

Thus the hypothesis would be that I could significantly improve re-

ception of these radios by using a gain antenna on receive. 

Experiment: 

Having been exposed to different types of antennas due to my fa-

thers interest in radio I decided to experiment with a small Yagi de-

sign, and note the difference if any between it and the standard little 

rubber vertical antenna that is supplied with the radio. 

The reason I chose the Yagi is 

because it directs its energy in 

the direction it is pointed, 

whereas the vertical antenna 

has equal signal strengths on 

a circular directions reducing 

overall distance coverage of 

energy it is radiating. 

I used VK5DJ’s Yagi Calculator, 

a small free software program 

for windows to Radiation Pattern of a  Yagi 
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design the antenna. 

I opted for a small 5 ele-

ment Yagi antenna. 

As per the software the 

following information 

was generated: 

Yagi design Frequency = 

446.00Mhz (License free 

band) 

Elements to be fastened 

to non metallic boom (I 

would use wood) 

Lengths of elements: Reflector: 325.9mm mounted 30mm along the 

boom 

 

Director 1: 285.0mm mounted 214.8mm along boom 

Director 2: 281.3mm mounted 335.8mm along boom 

Director 3: 278.0mm mounted 480.4mm along boom 

Total length of boom is 510mm with 30mm on either side left open. 

The Dipole driven element is 636mm in total length and needed to be 

folded back on itself so that the fold back equaled 156mm either side. 

All the elements were cut from solid 12mm Aluminium rod. 

Because I did not need to transmit on the antenna but only receive I 

used a short piece of RG58 Coaxial cable and attached it directly to 

this driven element. I attached a suitable plug to the other end of the 

Radiation pattern of a vertical antenna as used on 

the handheld Radio 
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antenna and the standard antenna should I wish to transmit on the 

radio. 

Experimentation and Observations: 

The manufacturer of the radios claim a distance of 8 kilometers but in 

the residential suburb we live we have experienced that the distance 

is very limited because of all the houses around us. 

I decided to do a control test using the supplied antenna and then the 

antenna I made in intervals of 100m. 

Distances were measured and signal reports were devised as per 

standard radio procedure with clarity (readability being graded out of 

5 with 5 being most readable) and strength of signal being measured 

out of 9. ( 9 being strongest 5 average and 0 being audible but with-
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Conclusion of findings: 

Based on the above it became very clear that in a built up residential 

area the standard antenna performed adequately for a mere 300m 

before background noise started and it then became increasing more 

noisy and difficult to copy until at 800m nothing could be heard. 

The Yagi antenna on the other hand performed perfectly even at the 

800m mark, and Had the potential of at covering double the distance. 

I did not pursue this any further as it would have served no further 

purpose for the test as it was already proved that it worked so much 

better at 800m which was the edge of our suburb. 

Potential for further experimentation: 

There is potential to take this experiment even further by doing fur-

ther distance measurements with the Yagi antenna to find exactly 

what its distance limitation is and also to construct smaller and larger 

yagi antennas to see how adding elements to the antenna could im-

prove or decrease performance. 

Further, I used a mechanical switch to switch between the yagi and 

the vertical antenna but for those who are able to construct electron-

ic circuits it may be possible to design and build electronic switching 

so that it need not be switched manually like I did. 

Bibliography and Acknowledgements: 

1. Yagi design calculator software for windows by VK5DJ. 

www.vk5dj.com/ 

2. www.Wikipedia.org for graphical representation of radiation patterns. 

3. Donovan van Loggerenberg for assistance in with the construction of 

the antenna and advice on test procedures. www.zs2dl.co.za 

4. www.icasa.org.za for radio regulations. 

5. Amateur Radio Handbook 2010 Chapter on antenna design. 
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Birthdays 

Anniversaries 

October 

20 Jimmy De Scande ZS2JIM 

26 Patricia (Patsy) Kruger ZS2PTY 

27 Edward (Ted) Smook ZS2TED 

29 Bennie Greyling ZR2BC 

29 Pat Pullinger  ZS2PJP 

November 

01 Michael Nolan  ZS2MHN 

05 Albert Brand  ZS2BA 

05 Andre Botes  ZS2ACP 

08 Martin Ras  ZS2MR 

13 Neill Purdon  ZS2NIL 

13 Johan Swart  ZS2PDS 

17 Mario Jansen van Vuuren ZS2MVV 

21 Aiden van Loggerenberg ZS2CV 

23 Colin Schroder ZR2CRS 

25 Michael Steenkamp ZS2MIC 

Spouse Birthdays 

October 

24 Cathy Gerstle - Wolf ZS2WG 

November 

12 Laetitia Rautenbach - Gerrit ZS2XD 

13 Johan Swart  - Anmar  ZR2AS 

17 Cheryl du Preez  - Amo  ZS2ABT 

20 Monique O’Donoghue - Kevin ZS2KO 

26 Isolda Hosten - Eric ZS2ECH  

Anniversaries            

October 

24 Al ZS2U  and Jo ZS2W Akers 

November 

09 Tim and Brigitte Jones ZS2TIM 

19 Jacques and Cecelia van der Heide 

ZR2JH 

20 Beavan and Mel Gwilt -  ZS2RL 

20 Stoffel and Shirley Carr -  ZS2C 

27 Ian and Maggie Moore -  ZS2IJ 

 

Hi all, if any of your info on this page 
is incorrect, please contact the sec-
retary Chris ZS2AAW to rectify it. 

 

Birthdays and Anniversaries 

Disclaimer 

Note: The Editor, nor any PEARS club member shall 

be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article 

and/or drawing contained in this newsletter. Further-

more, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the 

Editor, any committee member or other members of 

the Club. The material contained in this newsletter is 

not meant to de fame, purge, humiliate and/or hurt 

someone’s person or feelings. If copy is unintentionally 

infringed, we apologise. The newsletter is published as 

a free service to Amateur Radio Operators and friends.  
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http://www.zs2pe.co.za/bulletins.htm 
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Our 2021/2022 PEARS Committee 


